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Abstract. This paper outlines the primary steps to investigate if artificial agents can be considered
as true substitutes of humans. Based on a Socially augmented microworld (SAM) human tracking
behavior was analyzed using time series. SAM involves a team of navigators jointly steering a
driving object along different virtual tracks containing obstacles and forks. Speed and deviances
from track are logged, producing high-resolution time series of individual (training) and cooperative
tracking behavior. In the current study 52 time series of individual tracking behavior on training
tracks were clustered according to different similarity measures. Resulting clusters were used to
predict cooperative tracking behavior in fork situations. Results showed that prediction was well
for tracking behavior shown at the first and, moderately well at the third fork of the cooperative
track: navigators switched from their trained to a different tracking style and then back to their
trained behavior. This matches with earlier identified navigator types, which were identified on
visual examination. Our findings on navigator types will serve as a basis for the development of
artificial agents, which can be compared later to behavior of human navigators.
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1.

Introduction

The use of intelligent agents to model human decision-making and behavior has gained attention across
various domains, mostly because artificial agents allow for immense cost reductions by replacing and/or
coworking with individuals [13]. However replacing humans by artificial agents requires to investigate, if
artificial agents can indeed be considered as true substitutes of humans. Vice versa, it is vital to determine
the level of complexity agents need to be equipped with to simulate human behavior: Are simple reactive
architectures sufficient or do we need high-level deliberative agents with learning capabilities [3]? As one
answer to these questions we aim to develop artificial agents based on observations of human behaviors
and then look for similarities between artificial and human behavior. We will do so by using a specific
kind of microworld. Microworlds are real-time, ecologically valid computer simulations and have been
widely proposed to study human behavior and decision-making [7, 5, 15, 20]. Since they allow for
the reproduction of experiments [11] they also provide a valid setting to develop and compare artificial
agents to human behavior. In the current study data from a Socially augmented microworld (SAM) were
analyzed. In SAM two human participants, referred to as navigators, perform a cooperative tracking
task. They are given a joystick each to steer one and the same object along a virtual track on a computer
display in front of them. Object’s speed and deviances from track are logged every 39 ms and producing
high-resolution time series of tracking behavior. SAM was developed at the Humboldt University Berlin
[33] and is described in detail in the Section 3.
A prior visual examination of cooperative tracking behavior performed by 26 navigator teams resulted in a classification of different navigator types, which we have presented in an earlier paper [6].
Following the title of our paper, the ongoing study aims to examine if what we observed is what we get by
time series analyses of underlying logfiles produced by navigators. To this end, time series of navigators’
individual tracking behavior were clustered using different similarity measures. These similarity measured were provided by the newly developed Framework for Analysis and Prediction (FAP) [23]. FAP
encompasses different concepts of discovering patterns in data sets and offers the possibility of using
different representations of time series, main similarity measures and required pre-processing tasks. The
clustering resulted in different groups of navigators according to their individual navigation behavior on
training tracks. Second, we examined, if the clusters of individual tracking behavior predicted the visually examined navigator types of later cooperative behavior, when navigators did the tracking in teams
and thus had joint control of the object for the first time. Results were quite interesting as they displayed
different styles of tracking behavior over the three forks of the track. Passing the first fork, navigators
acted similarly to their individually trained behavior. At the second fork, behavior of navigators changed
significantly, as will be shown in Section 4. This change in behavior was also present in the results of
our time series analysis: behavior of navigators at fork 2 of the cooperative track became different from
their individual tracking behavior they had shown in during the training. This could be due to adaptations
according to joint navigation. At the third fork, navigators showed a tracking style similar to their style
at fork 1 and thus, similar again to their individual training behavior. This can be interpreted as some
stabilization of behavior towards the original navigation style. We will discuss implications of these
observed behaviors at the end of this paper. In order to enhance reader’s understanding of our methodological approach, the next section presents an introduction to time series data mining, similarity and
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distance measures. After that, we will provide a description of the Socially Augmented Microworld and
the cooperative tracking scenario. Having outlined the four navigator types, results of the subsequent
time series analysis are presented. A discussion of these results follows in Section 6.

2.

Time Series Data Mining and Similarity Measures

Time Series Data Mining (TSDM) has become a popular approach for the prediction of behavior and can
be found in various fields of application, e.g. medicine, finance, entertainment or process control industry
[2, 34, 6]. Data mining refers to the extraction or mining of patterns from large databases [30, 31, 35]
in order to make forecasts [1, 36, 14]. Its origins lie in multidisciplinary areas like database technology,
machine learning, statistics, neural networks, artificial intelligence, high-performance computing, and
data visualization [18]. Thus, TSDM is seen as a hybrid of data mining and time series analysis [1,
29]. However, in this paper, where possible, we keep using the terms time series analysis and time
series prediction as these are in line with the applied Framework for Analysis and Prediction (FAP).
Major concepts for the discovery of patterns in time series data are classification, prediction, association,
and clustering [18, 21, 22, 27]. The latter provides a way to reduce the complexity of large numbers
of time series into smaller subsets, such that time series within a subset are similar to each other and
time series between subsets are dissimilar [25]. Unlike traditional databases, where only exact matches
are considered, TSDM focuses mainly on inexact matches. Similarity/distance measures are efficient
mechanisms to determine, whether and in what extent two time series show a similar pattern. The
similarity of time series is typically measured by their correlation or distance. The most common and
most widely used distance measure is an Lp distance, which is based on the Minkowski metric. For two
time series of the same length Q = (q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ) and C = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cn ) the Lp distance is expressed
as the sum of distances of the corresponding points:
q
D(Q, C) = Lp (Q, C) = p Σni=1 |qi − ci |p .
For different values of p various distance measures are defined (p = 1 - Manhattan distance; p = 2
- Euclidean distance; p = ∞ - Supremum distance). Because of their clarity, simplicity and speed of
computing these measures became very popular for computing similarity/distance between time series.
However, intensive research [4, 26, 32] indicated that Lp measures have several disadvantages. Among
these are a sensitivity to shifting and scaling along the value axis, a sensitivity to distortions and shifting
along the time axis, and the limitation of comparing only time series of the same length. The problem
of sensitivity can be overcome by time series normalization. The other two problems can be solved
by the use of elastic measures: Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [4], Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS) [32], Edit Distance with Real Penalty (ERP) [8] and Edit Distance on Real sequences (EDR) [9].
DTW is based on Euclidean distance but it allows a nonlinear aligning of the time series data points. It
calculates an optimal, i.e. the least cumulative distance path between the data points of two time series.
LCS measure follows a different methodology: the similarity between two time series is calculated as a
function of the length of the longest matching subsequence of points. Here, the matching is interpreted in
a relaxed manner. Two points are considered as matched if the distance between them is less than some
parameter ε. The ERP follows the regularities of DTW and L1 distances. It uses L1 distance as a penalty
to penalize local time shifting. The EDR measure expresses the similarity between two time series as the
minimal number of edit operations needed for the transformation of one time series to another.
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Aside from their undeniable benefits, all elastic measures have one major drawback, which is their
performance. The algorithms used for computation of elastic measures are all based on dynamic programming and have a quadratic complexity. If time series consist of large data sets these measures are not
appropriate for real time applications. Global constraints are introduced to significantly reduce the computation times of dynamic programming algorithms [24]. By using a constant range these constraints
narrow the warping window around the diagonal of the distance matrix. As a result, performance increases and moreover, these constraints prevent from unwanted alignments, i.e. the mapping of small
parts of one time series maps onto large parts of the other. In addition, constrained measures are reported to have higher classification accuracies compared to unconstrained measures [26]. Two of the
most common global constraints are Sakoe-Chiba band [28] and Itakura parallelogram [19].
In this paper, several distance measures are applied to time series analysis of behavioral logfile data
gained from experiments with a socially augmented microworld (SAM). In SAM two participants, so
called navigators, perform a cooperative tracking task with joysticks (see next section). In a prior study
of an ongoing interdisciplinary project of Informatics, Mathematics and Psychologists at HumboldtUniversity Berlin and University of Novi Sad, tracking behavior of 26 teams was observed independently
by two raters. Observation resulted in four types of tracking style. In the present study data mining of
these time series was conducted to predict, i.e. validate these four navigator types. For analysis and
prediction of cooperative tracking behavior we used a newly developed Framework for Analysis and
Prediction (FAP) [23]. FAP encompasses all the aforementioned concepts of discovering patterns in data
sets. Furthermore it offers the possibility to choose out of different representations of time series, main
similarity measures and required pre-processing tasks [6]. The following L-measures are provided by
the FAP: L1/2 , L1 , L2 , L∞ and Lp (which allows for defining an arbitrary value of the parameter p).
The elastic measures (DTW, LCS, ERP and EDR) are also implemented as well as their constrained
versions using Sakoe-Chiba band (SCDTW, SCLCS, SCERP and SCEDR) and Itakura parallelogram
(IDTW, ILCS, IERP and IEDR). Global constraints produce either absolute values or percentages of the
time series length.

3.

An experimental setting for analyzing team behavior: The Socially
Augmented Microworld (SAM)

The design of microworlds requires that experimental control can be ensured without removing too many
of the realistic conditions [5, 16], so individuals or teams may behave or decide in a natural way [17].
However traditional microworlds seem to be based on highly deterministic software [6] and therefore lack
characteristics of real-decision making processes. Thus, a novel form of computer-based simulation,
the so called ”Socially augmented microworld” (SAM) was developed at Humboldt University Berlin
(see Figure 1). Two real participants are included as so called navigators into this microworld, just as
microprocessors are part of a real technical system [33]. The two navigators use joysticks as input devices
to steer a driving object along a virtual track on a computer display in front of them. Executive control
of the object is split so that each navigator has only 50% steering input. Thus, vertical and horizontal
joystick movements of both navigators are added up to a shared control of the driving object. Thus they
perform a cooperative and conflicting pursuit tracking task combined with maneuvering and navigational
decisions. In addition they have to avoid collisions with obstacles and choose the direction at forks of the
track. They are not allowed to communicate with each other and are unknowingly instructed to perform
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Figure 1. Setup of SAM. Two participants (microworld inhabitants or navigators) performing a cooperative tracking task using each a joystick with 50 % input.

the tracking in a different way: One navigator is asked to steer with a focus on speed, the other with a
focus on accuracy. These different instructions add measurable complexity to this microworld [33] and
should result in different steering styles enhancing the dynamics of the task. Each experiment includes
two navigators, who perform a tracking task over a total of 11 tracks. Of these tracks the first four are
solo tracks with each navigator steering alone on two different tracks, followed by 7 cooperative tracks,
where navigators steer the object together using each a joystick with 50% input. Cooperative tracks vary
in length and complexity. First cooperative tracks are less complex, containing short tracks with forks
only. Final tracks 9 to 11 are long and highly complex with different forks and obstacles.
Data points with equal time intervals are usually considered as well suited for time series analysis
[36, 18]. This requirement is met as the software of SAM’s environment provides a visual image of the
virtual object and track, saves joystick movements and updates the object’s position each 39 milliseconds.
Hence the software produces time series for each navigator team on each track where data points are
measured not only regularly but also with a high resolution. Equidistant time series are suitable for
computation of distance measures, however they are less suitable for comparing navigators’ behavior on
specific positions of the track. As navigators determine the level of speed, tracks are finished in different
times. Accordingly, arrival of the driving object at specific sections varies in time. Thus, navigators’
behavior should be compared not on the base of equal time points, but on the base of related positions
on the track (see also Section 5).

4.

Observation: Generating four types of tracking behavior

In a prior study, tracking behavior of 26 navigator teams was observed to identify patterns of tracking
behavior at forks [6]. Forks require dynamic decision making of the team, as one of the two branches
has to be chosen in time (without communicating with each other). Logfile data of different joystick
inputs, namely acceleration and deflection, were visually examined for these 26 teams. Acceleration and
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deflection data were visualized with Matlab for each team member separately as well as for the object,
i.e. for both team members. An example of the data visualization is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Results of observation and visual examination: Acceleration-, speed- and steering curve of a data set at
a fork and classification system of parameters.

The left part of the graphic shows the associated curves of various aspects of the tracking behavior
of one of the 26 teams. Dashed curves represent behavior of navigator on the right (instructed to focus
on speed); dotted curves represent behavior of navigator on the left (instructed to focus on accuracy). As
can be seen in the very left acceleration curve, navigator on the left is navigating slowly at most parts
of the fork section whereas navigator on the right is navigating with high speed. So their tracking style
represents the instruction they have been given (focus on speed vs. accuracy). Individual accelerating
behavior as well as individual steering curves were each rated on a 3 point direction scale (accelerate,
none, decelerate) as well as on a 4 point intensity scale (none, low, middle, high). Collective speed
of the object, i.e. of the team, was measured on a 5 point scale (very slow, slow, normal/moderate,
fast, very fast). The last curve represents the collective steering curve of the object, i.e. of the team.
Based on these ratings four different navigator types, each consisting of similar behavior patterns, were
found. Each navigator type refers to tracking behavior of the individual team members in interaction with
the other team member: (1) Adapted navigator: Navigator adjusts the steering to track characteristics
so the deviation of the object from the track becomes minimal. As a result the object is navigated
nearly optimally. (2) Extreme steering navigator: Navigator steers with maximum deflection alternating
extremely from one direction to the other within a short time. This behavior is observable even on
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Navigator types at three forks of the track 7.

straight track sections. (3) No steering navigator: the navigator shows hardly any steering at all, even
when the object approaches the verge of leaving the road. (4) Parallel navigator: Navigator produces
a navigation lane comparable to one of an adapted navigator but this lane is shifted to the left or right
from the ideal line. This navigator type has been observed only in co-existence with the same navigator
type, who shows him/herself a tendency to shift either to the right or to the left, respectively. Aside from
those well distinguishable navigator types a rest category was identified, which contained all observed
behavior patterns different from types mentioned. These patterns could not be allocated to one of the
aforementioned types.
The navigator types at three different forks on track 7 are shown in the Table 1. The following
abbreviations are used for navigator types: AD – Adapted navigator; EX – Extreme steering navigator;
NO – No steering navigator; PA – Parallel navigator; rest – not classified (the rest category). It is
noticeable that most of the navigators changed their tracking style over these three forks of the same
track. The reason for this will be discussed later on in the paper.
From observations of navigators’ tracking behavior at forks predictions were made using rules (”if...
then...”), e.g. if an extreme steering navigator has to decide to drive along the straight or the winding side
of a fork then he will always choose the winding one. These rules will later be used by developers, who
will implement them into different types of artificial agents. The analysis of behavior on track sections
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containing not only forks but also obstacles is in progress and will be developed based on the same
procedure.

5.

Time Series Analysis of Navigator Types: Procedure and Results

Based on the navigator types identified by visual examination, logfiles of navigators’ tracking behavior
were used for further exploration using time series analysis. 26 teams (pairs of navigators) performed
individual and cooperative tracking over 11 tracks. As we have described in Section 3 the first four
tracks are solo tracks (with each navigator steering alone on two different tracks) named ”learning track
(navigator 1)”, ”test track (navigator 1)”, ”learning track (navigator 2)”, ”test track (navigator 2)”. In
the remaining 7 tracks navigators perform a cooperative tracking task where each navigator contributes
to 50% of vertical and horizontal motion of the driving object. As we have described in Section 3,
individual training performance and cooperative performance in every track is systematically recorded
via logfiles. Thus, each track is represented by a single CSV file, containing all the necessary data about
periodical measurements of the track. Among a great number of other data, which are contained in the
logfiles, the most important for this analysis are:
• TimeTotal - total time from the beginning of the experiment (in milliseconds).
• TimeDelta - the interval between the previous and the current measuring (in milliseconds).
• XCoordinateOnSection and YCoordinateOnSection - current values of x and y coordinates on the
path (in pixels).
• DistanceTotal - total distance covered from the beginning of the experiment (in pixels).
• DistanceTick - distance covered between the previous and current measuring (in pixels).
An excerpt of the logfile data is shown in Table 2.

Table 2.

A part of CSV file, representing the first step of the first experiment.

Based on the data extracted from the logfiles three types of time series were created for each track
of the training session (tracks 1 to 4): speed series, acceleration series and deviation series. These time
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series contain the values of object’s speed, acceleration and deviation from the ideal trajectory of the
track in each point of measurement. Thus, in total three datasets of tracking behavior (acceleration,
deviation and speed) were created over two training tracks per navigator (learning track and test track).
These 6 groups of time series per navigator are labeled as: LA, LD, LS, TA, TD and TS. The first letter
refers to the track and the second to the time series type. Since, 26 teams of navigators were analyzed,
52 time series were generated for each group.
The original time series for the same track are of different lengths because navigators finished the
tracks in different times. For the purpose of comparability, all the time series are scaled to the same
length by using simple linear interpolation between points in the original time series. Time series are
scaled to the length of the shortest time series per track, which is 418 for the learning track (maximum
length is 4985) and 477 for the test track (maximum length is 6771). The scaling of time series has
two major advantages: (a) when the time series are of the same length, more similarity measures can be
applied while the original shape of the series is preserved and (b) the matching of the same parts of the
track (e.g. curves, forks etc.) is much easier when the series have the same lengths.
Aside from the first four tracks, which are considered for time series preparation, track 7 has one
interesting property, too. It is the first track where the two navigators have joint control over the driving
object on a track with forks. Based on data from track 7, four different navigator types were classified
by visual examination as we have described in Section 3: Adapted navigator, Extreme steering, No
steering navigator, and Parallel navigator. Navigators are assigned to these types according to their
steering behavior before and while passing the forks. There are in total three forks in track 7. Behavior
of navigators was assessed at each of these three forks, as navigators might not show the same tracking
behavior at each fork. Thus, their behavior could not be assigned to one and the same navigator type
over all three forks.
A central focus of our research was to investigate, if the four navigator types could be predicted by
single tracking behavior navigators showed earlier in the training. For the investigation, we determined
the classification accuracy of 1NN (One Nearest Neighbor) classifier of all 6 groups of time series with
the four navigator types of cooperative tracking behavior in track 7. Such a comparison can answer interesting questions. We can examine how far the time series contain information about the four navigator
types (if the clusters by time series correspond to the navigator types). To have the pure characteristics of
navigators, the time series are taken from the training tracks. If time series contain relevant information
on the types, then we can examine how far the navigators are influenced by the partners during the first
cooperative track 7. Because we did not know, which distance measure is best suited for our purposes,
we have used different measures as provided by FAP. As a further result, we can get some insights about
the performance of different measures. 1NN classifier was chosen because it is reported that it gives
among the best results compared to many other sophisticated classifiers for time series data [12]. In
addition, the accuracy of 1NN directly reflects the quality of the underlying similarity measure. Finally,
10-fold cross-validation was used as a technique for estimating the performance of the defined model.
At first, classification accuracy was tested against the navigator types derived from fork 1 of track
7. Of the 52 navigators, 40 navigators expressed one of the four behavior types, while the remaining 12
navigators were excluded from classification as they did not show any of the specific behaviors which
would have assigned them to one of the four navigator types. The classification accuracy is tested for all
6 groups of time series and with the following similarity measures used for 1NN classifier: L1/2 , L1 , L2 ,
L∞ , DTW, SCDTW, LCS, SCLCS, EDR, SCEDR, ERP, and SCERP. The results with average values
and standard deviations per time-series groups and distance measures are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3.

Classification accuracies for fork 1 in track 7.

The table shows that for almost all combinations, the classification accuracies are above 50% with
very low standard deviations (just for comparison, the random classifier for 4-group classification would
have the accuracy of 25%). This suggests that the tracking style performed at fork 1 has already been
expressed by navigators during their single tracking in training. Navigators who showed similar behavior
at fork 1, thus belonging to the same navigator type, also performed similar behavior driving alone.
Results concerning distance measures were to some extent expected. The accuracy of L-measures
is slightly poorer than of elastic measures, which is evident by exploring the average values of distance
measures over all time series groups. DTW measure, commonly seen as most practical and superior
measure [10], again showed best results.
Results of the time series groups also contain some important facts. The average values of accuracy
for the learning track (LA, LD and LS) are lower than for the testing track (TA, TD and TS). This
observation can be explained by the fact that the learning track represents the very first track of the
experiment, so navigators are not yet familiar with the setting and the use of joysticks. During the
test track, navigators are already used to controls, so they can follow their personal tracking style, this
way to some extent expressing their personality. Additionally, time series of acceleration have smaller
accuracies than time series of deviation and speed. This fact indicates that the time series of acceleration
contains less information about driving styles than the other two. Finally, the highest value of accuracy
is highlighted in the table. This value represents the accuracy of the DTW measure of a deviation time
series on a test track, which is in line with all of the facts presented here.
Results on forks 2 and 3 (Tables 4 and 5) showed significantly lower classification accuracy. The
overall accuracy at fork 2 is 31.75% and 39.32% at fork 3. To find an explanation for this considerable
dropdown of accuracy, we further investigated navigators behavior at forks 2 and 3, as it should not
necessary be similar to behavior at fork 1. In fact, a significant number of navigators changed their
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Table 4.

Classification accuracies for fork 2 in track 7.

Table 5.

Classification accuracies for fork 3 in track 7.
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behavior on forks 2 and 3 compared to behavior at fork 1 (see Table 1). 14 of the 52 navigators retained
the same driving behavior at fork 2 compared to fork 1. At fork 3, 21 navigators showed the same
tracking style as they did at fork 1, which may suggest that some of the navigators come back to their
original style. In addition to that, 19 navigators at fork 2 and 13 navigators at fork 3 could not be assigned
to one of the four navigator types.

6.

Discussion

Prediction of navigator types by the help of time series analysis was well for cooperative tracking behavior on the first and acceptable on the last fork of the cooperative track. From our results, the following
scenario can be drawn: At fork 1 of the cooperative track navigators behaved in some way compliant
to their initial instructions, as they showed their originally trained behavior at fork one. As navigators
were unaware of the fact that they had been instructed in a different way (focus on speed vs. accuracy)
this behavior is in line with expectations. At this point, navigators have not experienced the interaction
with the other team partner yet, and both assume to follow the same tracking style. Thus, they used
the joystick each in the way they were trained. However at fork 2 most of the navigators changed their
behavior as shows by the lowered classification accuracy. Navigators at fork 2 have experienced the
influence of the other partner’s tracking style and practice a way to adapt, maybe even compensate for
weaknesses they identify in the partner’s behavior. This could result in a ”trial and error”-behavior and
thus, in a change of their own personal tracking behavior. Finally, at fork 3, some navigators returned to
their original behavior, which is indicated by a slightly better classification accuracy compared to fork 2.
Prediction of cooperative behavior at fork 3 is more accurate, compared to fork 2, however still a little
less accurate than in fork 1. Navigators may have experienced effects of interaction at this point and may
have gained knowledge about how to cope with the tracking style of the other partner. As both navigators
have adapted their behavior actively towards each other, there should be less need for compensating the
other’s behavior. Instead both of their tracking styles will settle at a level, which may not be identical, but
similar to their original tracking style. Obviously further research on navigator’s behavior at later stages
of the experiment is needed. Prediction based on time series will be extended to cooperative tracking
behavior on final tracks 9 to 11.
However results of the present study have provided another insight in facets of human behavior
based not only on observations, but reliable logfile data. This can be seen as a novel contribution to
social psychology, but also to research on artificial intelligence.

7.

Conclusions and further work

The original objective of our work is the substitution of human participants by artificial agents in the Socially Augmented Microworld (SAM). Naturally, such agents need more complex methods for observing
the environment (e.g. for modeling the behavior of the partner in the experiment), for appropriate skills
(e.g. to react on displacements), and for control (e.g. for adaptation to the behavior of the partner),
respectively. Further knowledge on types of behavior might be gained from ontological experiments and
later be used for a more precise adaptation.
The comparison of behaviors (of human participants and of agents) is a central problem with different
aspects. Agents may need it for classification of the partner, for adaptation and for on-line optimization.
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In the general context of experiments with SAM, the substitution of human participants by agents will be
successful only if agents behave just like humans, i.e. we need to compare the behavior of agents with
the behavior of humans. The development of such agents will require the implementation of complex
structures as described above. Then optimization can be performed by Machine Learning methods where
human behavior is used as the target, i.e. the difference between human and agent behavior has to be
minimized.
The comparison of human and artificial behavior by the similarity of time series is a very promising
approach, as it can be performed automatically. Further approaches for similarity assessment include
comparison of higher level patterns (which can be identified by time series or by human inspection for
example). Another interesting approach is provided by human tests similar to the well-known Turingtest: If human participants cannot clearly identify the partner in the experiment as an agent, then the agent
is likely to work similarly to a human. This leads to another interesting aspect of our research: What
kind of complexity do agents require to perform similarly to humans of different characteristics? Are
simple reactive agents sufficient to simulate some kinds of human behavior? To which extent do we need
complex control structures with explicit models of interaction? How complex is an on-line adaptation?
In the future, numerous experiments with different methodological approaches under different behavioral and situational conditions are required. The Socially Augmented Microworld (SAM) and the
Framework for Analysis and Prediction (FAP) have been proven to be useful for the analysis of behavior
via time series analysis. They will therefore provide the central tools for further necessary research, and
we will continuously extend the tools while our work is in progress.
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